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Mission Statement
The mission of the Board of University and School Lands is to manage the assets of the permanent trusts in
a manner that preserves the purchasing power of the funds and maintains stable distributions to fund
beneficiaries and to manage all other assets and programs entrusted to the Board in a prudent,
professional manner, in accordance with the Constitution of North Dakota and applicable state law.

General Authority
On February 22, 1889 Congress passed the Enabling Act, dividing Dakota Territory into two states and
authorizing the people to form the constitution and government of the state of North Dakota. This act
granted a significant amount of land to support common schools, colleges, universities, the state capitol,
and other public institutions. North Dakota Constitution article IX, which became effective at statehood on
November 2, 1889, entrusted the management of these lands to the "board of university and school lands"
(the Board). The Board is made up of the governor as chairman, the secretary of state as vice-chair, the
attorney general, superintendent of public instruction, and the state treasurer.

Investment Authority
The North Dakota Constitution states that the Board “has control of the appraisement, sale, rental, and
disposal of all school and university lands, and the proceeds from the sale of such lands shall be invested as
provided by law.”1 State law further requires that the Board “shall apply the prudent investor rule in
investing the permanent funds under its control.”2

Purpose of This Policy
This Investment Policy Statement (Policy) governs the investment of assets for the thirteen Permanent Trust
Funds, the Strategic Investment and Improvements Fund (SIIF), the Capitol Building Fund, the Coal
Development Trust Fund, and the Indian Cultural Education Trust (collectively, Funds). It is established to
provide a framework for the management of those assets and sets forth the Board’s investment objectives,
philosophy, guidelines, and practices. The Policy is not intended to be a static, one-time document but is
designed to capture investment opportunities while providing parameters that ensure prudence and care in
the execution of the investment program. No investment or action pursuant to an investment may be taken
unless permitted by this Policy or by action of the Board; any exceptions must be approved by the Board.
The Policy provides guidance for fiduciaries which include the Board, the Commissioner of University and
School Lands (Commissioner), investment managers, investment consultants, and custodians. It is the intent
of the Policy to provide the foundation for management of the Funds' assets in a prudent manner including
the standards by which the Board can evaluate the Commissioner, investment managers, investment
consultants, custodians and other service providers.
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N.D. Const. art. IX, § 3
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N.D.C.C. § 15-03-04
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This Policy is supplemented by the Commissioner’s operating procedures and policies, as well as detailed
information within contractual agreements with investment managers.

Investment Philosophy
In order to meet the above investment objectives, the Board has adopted the following principles:
•

Strategic asset allocation is a fiduciary duty and allocation across asset classes is the most important
determinant of return variability and long-term total return.

•

Risk is an unavoidable component of investing and is a major factor that must be taken into account
in assessing investment policy and strategy.

•

Diversification by asset class and within asset classes is a primary risk control element.

•

Each trust or fund invested by the Board shall have a strategic asset allocation and investment
strategy that is appropriate given its specific requirements for return, risk, time horizon, and
liquidity.

Capital Markets Theory

Return
In order to meet the objective of the Funds, the Board strives to achieve the highest level of investment
performance that is compatible with its risk tolerance and prudent investment practices. The Board’s
mechanism for setting return goals will be accomplished by selecting specific benchmarks that match the
objective and time horizon of each fund. The Funds will have a goal for long-term returns to meet or exceed
its formal benchmark over a full market cycle, while minimizing the costs associated with implementation of
the asset allocation through efficient use of internal and/or external resources.

Risk
The investment risk philosophy for the Funds is based on the principles of capital market theory that are
generally accepted and followed by institutional investors, who by definition are long-term oriented
investors. This philosophy holds that:
•

Increasing risk is rewarded with compensating returns over time; therefore prudent risk taking is a
necessary element of long-term investing.

•

Risk can be mitigated through diversification of asset classes and investment approaches, as well as
diversification of individual securities.

•

The primary determinant of long-term investment performance is the strategic or long-term
allocation of assets among various asset classes.

•

Relative performance of various asset classes is unpredictable in the short-term and attempts to
shift tactically between asset classes or implementation strategies shall not be undertaken by the
Board.

Given these principles, the Board has established a long-term asset allocation policy for each fund that
balances the returns needed to meet the fund’s objectives and the risk level that is appropriate for that fund
under existing and anticipated circumstances. In determining its risk posture, the Board has considered
3

each fund’s purpose and characteristics, current and projected financial condition, liquidity needs, sources
of contribution, income, and general economic conditions.

Diversification
The Board will choose an investment strategy for each Fund utilizing an appropriate long-term, diversified
asset allocation approach. Diversification distributes a portfolio across many investments to avoid excessive
exposure to any one source of risk. Other considerations in asset allocation modeling should take into
account the purpose of the fund, the size and financial condition of the fund, and general economic
conditions. These factors are not intended to be limiting; rather, they are outlined as a general indication of
the importance of diversification to proper asset allocation. Under such an allocation, each Fund’s assets
may be invested by active and/or passive managers, and by diverse investment strategies and styles within
each asset class. The Board will determine the proper allocation among asset classes and investment
managers, based on advice and analysis provided by the Commissioner and/or Consultants.

Formal Review Schedule
The Board recognizes that though the investments are subject to short-term volatility, the Board shall
maintain a long-term investment focus. This prevents ad-hoc revisions to the philosophy and policies in
reaction to either speculation or short-term market fluctuations. In order to preserve this long-term view,
the Board has adopted the following formal review schedule:
Formal Review Agenda Item
Asset Allocation Policy
Manager Structure Policy
Investment Policy
Total Fund Performance
Asset Class Composite Performance
Investment Manager Performance

Formal Review Schedule
At least every four years
At least every four years
At least every four years
At least quarterly
At least quarterly
At least quarterly

Roles and Responsibilities
The Board
The Board of University and School Lands is the primary body charged with overseeing investment activities
relating to the Funds. Members of the Board are fiduciaries subject to the statutory and common law duties
of a fiduciary.
The Board’s mandate, in turn, is to manage each fund entrusted to it ethically and optimally, working to
achieve the highest level of investment performance within acceptable levels of risk. The Board is
responsible for prudent investment of the Funds. The Board will operate the investment program in
compliance with all applicable federal and State laws and regulations. The Board is responsible for
establishing and maintaining all policies and guidelines by which the Funds are managed, and by which the
Commissioner operates.
The Board relies on the Commissioner and any external contractors to properly administer the Funds and
implement the Funds’ investment strategies. The roles of each party as fiduciaries must be clearly identified;
4

such identification increases operational efficiency, ensures clear lines of responsibility, and reduces or
eliminates duplication of effort.

The Commissioner
The Board of University and School Lands is required to appoint a commissioner to act on its behalf. 3 The
office of the Commissioner of University and School Lands (the Commissioner)4 has a primary responsibility
to manage the permanent educational trust funds and assets under the Board’s control as outlined in law.
When used in this Policy, the term Commissioner is inclusive of the Department of Trust Lands' Chief
Investment Officer and investment staff. State law also gives the office of the Commissioner the
responsibility for managing the state Unclaimed Property Division, and the Energy Infrastructure and Impact
Office.
The Commissioner is responsible for implementing Board policy, the day to day management of the
investment program, and implementing a process for selection and termination of investment managers
that is sufficiently transparent for the Board to understand the process and provide meaningful oversight.

Investment Consultant
The Investment Consultant (Consultant) is hired by and reports directly to the Board. The Consultant's duty
is to assist the Board in oversight, and the Commissioner in managing the investment process. This
includes regular meetings with the Board to provide an independent perspective on the Funds’ goals,
structure, performance, and managers. The Consultant will render investment advice to the Board
regarding such matters as investment policy, strategy, overall portfolio monitoring and composition, and
diversification of investments. The Consultant will conduct ongoing due diligence of external investment
managers. The Consultant does not have any discretionary authority with respect to investments; the
Board makes all final decisions regarding any investments.

Investment Managers
Investment managers (Managers) are hired by and serve at the pleasure of the Board. The Commissioner
will provide the Managers with explicit written investment guidelines5 which detail permissible securities,
investment strategies, and performance evaluation criteria. Each Manager will select, buy, and sell specific
securities or investments within the parameters specified in their investment guidelines and in adherence to
this Policy or to other policies set forth by the Board. Managers will construct and manage investment
portfolios that are consistent with the investment philosophy and disciplines for which they were hired.
Managers will provide performance reporting at intervals specified by the Commissioner.

Custodian
A custodian bank is a specialized financial institution hired by the Board to safeguard the Funds’ financial
assets; they are a third party that operates separately from Managers. The custodian(s) will collect income
and safely keep all cash and securities, process all transactions, and provide monthly accounting/investment
3

N.D.C.C. § 15-02-01; Specific responsibilities of the Board and the Commissioner are set out in N.D.C.C. ch. 15-01 through 15-08.1.
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Commissioner of University and School Lands is the statutory name; in 2011 the Board adopted The Department of Trust Lands as the
common reference to the agency.
5

In cases where the Board has selected investments in commingled or mutual funds, the offering document becomes the specific
investment guidelines.
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reports to the Commissioner and Consultant. The custodian may also provide securities lending,
commission recapture, transition management, securities litigation monitoring, or other services for the
Funds.

The Prudent Investor Rule
North Dakota statute dictates that the Board apply the prudent investor rule in investing the Permanent
Trust Funds under its control. The law states:
The “prudent investor rule” means that in making investments the board shall exercise the same
judgment and care, under the circumstances then prevailing and limitations of North Dakota and
federal law, that an institutional investor of ordinary prudence, discretion, and intelligence exercises
in the management of large investments entrusted to it, not in regard to speculation but in regard to
the permanent disposition of funds, considering probable safety of capital as well as probable
investment returns.6
It is the Board’s intent to invest all of the Funds in accordance with the Prudent Investor Rule.

Social and Economically Targeted Investing
Social investing is defined as the practice of aligning one's investment policies with social responsibility.
Some of the issues and topics addressed by social investing promoters include environmental causes,
avoidance of tobacco producers, avoidance of politically sensitive parts of the world, and workers’ rights.
With different sets of values, what one investor may deem irresponsible, another may consider good policy.
The Board shall not use the Funds to participate in activist efforts to implement a social agenda regarding
ownership of specific securities or efforts of shareholders to bring about social change.
Economically targeted investing is defined as an investment designed to create economic benefits for a
targeted geographic area, group of people, or sector of the economy. Economically targeted investing is
barred when investing the Permanent Trust Funds, the Capitol Building Fund, and the Indian Cultural
Education Trust, unless the investment meets the Exclusive Benefit Rule.

Exclusive Benefit Rule
The Exclusive Benefit Rule is met if the following four conditions are satisfied:
•

The cost does not exceed the fair market value at the time of investment.

•

The investment provides an equivalent or superior rate of return for a similar investment with a
similar time horizon and similar risk.
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•

Sufficient liquidity is maintained to permit timely distributions.

•

The safeguards and diversity to which a prudent investor would adhere are present.

N.D.C.C. § 15-03-04
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Economically targeted investing is allowed within the Coal Development Trust Fund and the Strategic
Investment and Improvement Fund, if the investment meets the purpose of the fund and is directed by law.

Conflicts of Interest
Members of the Board, the Commissioner, employees of the Commissioner, Managers, Consultants, and
custodians involved in the investment process will refrain from personal business activity that could conflict
with the proper execution and management of the Board’s investment program, or that could impair their
ability to make impartial recommendations and decisions. These parties are required to reveal all
relationships that could create or appear to create a conflict of interest in their unbiased involvement in the
investment process.

Manager Selection and Evaluation
When analyzing and evaluating any Manager, the Board believes it is important to review the Manager
within the context of the structure of the entire asset class and portfolio, and not in isolation. A key to
portfolio construction is diversification, not just by asset class but within each asset class. The goal of
diversification is to be exposed to different investment strategies, which will have different performance and
risk patterns. Diversification is optimal when strategies are complementary.

Search and Selection
The Board has established the following guidelines for hiring Managers. In establishing these guidelines, it
is the Board’s intention to assure all interested parties that decisions made in carrying out these actions
occur in a full disclosure environment characterized by competitive selection, objective evaluation, and
proper documentation. Any action to hire a manager should be based on one or more of the following
observations:
•

Identification of a new asset class or approach which has been approved in advance by the Board

•

A need for diversification of managers and styles within an existing asset class

•

A need to replace an investment manager

•

A need to retain additional managers in order to reach an asset class structure target

The selection of new Managers will adhere to a consistent process to ensure a competitive and transparent
search involving proper evaluation and due diligence of candidates, and selection of Managers that best
demonstrate the characteristics sought in a specific search. The Commissioner will ensure that the
objectives for the mandate are clearly articulated and that pricing is reflective of the market. The evaluation
process may be conducted by the Commissioner or the Consultant and will include but not be limited to the
following steps:
1.

Establish investment manager selection criteria

2.

Identify qualified candidates through minimum qualification screening

3.

Quantitative screening

4.

Qualitative screening

5.

Manager interviews
7

6.

Analysis of quantitative and qualitative factors including portfolio fit and structure

The Commissioner will prepare documentation of the search process; this documentation will include
disclosure of all relevant issues and related due diligence. When reviewing the documentation, the Board
shall ensure that decisions were well reasoned, thoroughly considered, and prudent.

Monitoring, Evaluation, and Termination of Managers
The decision to retain a Manager can have the same potential impact on the returns of an asset class
composite as manager selection decisions and should be given the same degree of attention. The Board
recognizes investment and management decisions directed at individual managers must be evaluated not in
isolation but in the context of the overall structure of the asset class and the Fund’s portfolio as a whole. To
maintain the discipline necessary for a long-term focus, the Board will monitor and evaluate the
performance of Managers and identify the specific problems and concerns that may affect returns, with the
following objectives:
•

Foster a long-term approach to manager evaluation

•

Provide a review of the manager’s “fit” in the overall asset class composite

•

Provide a logical and statistically valid framework for manager skill evaluation

•

Promote timely and appropriate responses to actual and potential performance issues

•

Provide flexibility to allow application across all asset classes, management styles and market
environments

Monitoring and evaluation relies on a process that includes:
1. Monthly reports from the custodian and Managers to the Commissioner
2. Quarterly performance reports from the Commissioner and Consultant for the Board. These reports
will detail performance of the Funds, asset class composites, and the performance of individual
managers against established benchmarks, as well as peer ranks for each category
3. Qualitative analysis generated in the course of regular, on-going contact between a Manager, the
Commissioner, and the Consultant

Manager Termination Guidelines
From time to time it will be necessary for the Board to terminate a contractual relationship with a Manager;
these actions must be viewed in the context of the entire portfolio and as a business decision. The Board
has established guidelines to assist in making these termination decisions. The overriding consideration
with respect to all decisions is that they shall be made solely in the best interest of the beneficiaries of the
Funds.
Any action to terminate a manager should be based on one or more of the following criteria:
1.

Significant changes in firm ownership and/or structure

2.

Loss of one or more key personnel

3.

Significant loss of clients and/or assets under management

4.

Shifts in the firm’s philosophy or process

5.

Significant and persistent lack of responsiveness to client requests
8

6.

Changes in the Board’s investment strategy eliminating the need for a particular style or strategy

7.

Violations of the Investment Policy or guidelines

8.

Unsatisfactory investment performance

9.

Identification of a new asset class or approach which has been approved in advance by the
Board

10.

Need for diversification of styles within an existing asset class

11.

Need to reduce exposure to a single manager

12.

Any other issue or situation of which the Commissioner, Consultant, and/or Board become
aware that is deemed material

Prior to the termination decision, all relevant considerations and issues should be identified and
documented in Board meeting minutes and supporting documents. It is the Board’s intent to have a plan in
place before termination of a Manager. The Commissioner will redeploy the assets of a terminated
manager’s portfolio in an expedient and prudent manner, which may involve hiring a third party to facilitate
the transition or liquidation of assets.

General Investment Restrictions and/or Guidelines
1. All investments made shall be subject to the quality and diversification restrictions established by
the Prudent Investor Rule.
2. According to North Dakota law, the Board may not purchase as sole owner commercial or
residential real property in the State.7
3. Assets may be held in commingled funds and/or privately managed separate accounts. Exposure
through commingled funds and mutual funds shall be evaluated on a case-specific basis through
analysis of that fund’s offering document. Upon review by the Commissioner and approval by the
Board, this offering document becomes the specific investment guidelines for that allocation.
4. No more than 5% of the stock of any corporation may be purchased.
5. The securities representing debt and equity of any one company shall not exceed 6% of the market
value of any Manager’s portfolio without prior approval from the Commissioner; such approval shall
be reported to the Board.
6. Cash equivalents held by Managers can be disruptive to the allocation process. Unless otherwise
authorized, Managers are expected to be fully invested in the types of securities for which they have
responsibility.
7. Any use of leverage will be consistent with the strategy for which the Board hired the Manager. Use
of leverage will be controlled as appropriate in the Manager’s specific guidelines.
8. The Board recognizes that the Funds are exposed to currency risk through international equity, fixed
income, and absolute return mandates; the Board prefers to utilize unhedged benchmarks and does
not require its Managers to hedge the currency exposure in their portfolios.

7

N.D.C.C. § 15-03-04
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Securities Litigation and Shareholder Legal Activism
In carrying out its fiduciary duties to prudently invest and manage the assets entrusted to it, the Board
invests in the securities of various public companies, or issuers. From time to time, class action lawsuits are
brought against the issuers, directors, and/or officers for alleged violations of federal and state securities
laws relating to various disclosure obligations and other breaches of fiduciary or other duties. As
shareholders, the trust funds under the Board’s control are putative members of the alleged classes.
At the present time, the Board relies on a designated agent to monitor settled class action securities
litigation where the Funds have an interest. In resolved litigation, unless directed otherwise, the designated
agent files proofs of claim on behalf of the Funds and posts disbursements or settlements to the
appropriate portfolios as litigation settlement proceeds are received. The designated agent will provide the
Department with its most current class action procedures and will follow such procedures on behalf of the
Department. The designated agents class action procedures shall include reviewing various information
sources for notification of class action suits, identifying transactions within the class period for the security
involved and determining account eligibility and filing proof of claim and supporting documentation.
Department Investment staff will monitor the designated agent’s compliance with the Securities Litigation
Policy. Investment staff will review all notices and information concerning potential or pending class action
litigation that are received by the Department. The Commissioner will report periodically to the Board on
recoveries realized as a result of class action participation.
Although there may be value in influencing an eventual settlement or in pursuing a separate legal action in a
lawsuit, the administration and opportunity costs can be substantial. The Board uses a monitoring approach
to securities litigation to avoid the diversion of staff, financial, and legal resources in building and applying
collective plaintiffs’ arguments through depositions, discovery, and documentation. Serving as the lead
plaintiff does not obtain any additional financial benefit, but rather a lead in a class action suit shares any
final judgment or settlement with the class members on an equal, per share basis. 8 Opting out of a “class” or
objecting to the terms of a proposed settlement and pursuing independent legal remedies may also be
pursued although the administration and opportunity costs can be substantial and involve significant
attorney’s fees, costs, and expenses which may or may not be recovered.
The Commissioner will initiate active participation in securities cases only upon prior approval by the Board.
Prior to bringing any recommendation to the Board, the Commissioner will assess the merits and prospects
for active participation by reference to the criteria and factors outlined below. The Board, in consultation
with the Attorney General, may consider more active forms of legal engagement in cases where:
1. Where the action is in the US, and the estimated loss is a minimum of $5,000,000 of assets under
management of the Board, or from the combined assets under management of the Board and the
North Dakota State Investment Board; and
2. the trust funds are among the largest shareholders of the defendant issuer; and
3. service as a lead plaintiff or opting out of a proposed settlement to the “class” of claimants would be
in the best interest of the Funds

8

The lead plaintiff may recover attorney’s fees, costs, and expenses if the lawsuit is successful or a settlement is obtained.
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4. the prima facia merits of the claim for loss, and the factual basis for the action, recognizing that the
full discovery process will not commence until the class has been certified by the court in which such
case is to be filed.
5. The potential that any defendants or insurers will be able to pay an adequate recovery to the class,
without impairing the value of any current security holdings of the Board may yet hold in issuer in
the portfolio.
6. Potential costs that may be incurred. Special consideration must be given to any case that must be
filed in a non-U.S. venue under the “Morrison” criteria established by the U.S. Supreme Court in a
2010 decision, since costs of litigation and potential liabilities of unsuccessful claims may be
significant.
The Board may engage one or more legal firms that specialize in prosecuting security class action cases; any
such engagement is subject to special appointment requirements of N.D.C.C. § 54-12-08. For these purposes
only, such firm(s) may be granted ongoing access to security holdings information through the custodian
bank or designated agent.
The Board may contract with firms that provide securities litigation monitoring/tracking services if it
determines it is prudent. In August of 2018 the Board approved the hiring of a securities litigation
monitoring and claims filing firm; that firm is currently being brought onboard. In addition to providing
litigation monitoring and claims filing services, the firm will work the Commissioner to develop a revised
securities litigation policy for the Board.
•

NON-U.S./CANADA PASSIVE CLASS AND GROUP RECOVERY EFFORTS: The Board has engaged a
securities litigation monitoring and claims filing firm to identify and submit claims in nonU.S./Canada matters that involve passive claim filing regardless of loss size. To the greatest extent
possible, the participation process will be automated. Our funds may serve as lead or representative
plaintiffs in passive participation matters if the factors specified below for active participation have
been met; or if there are other overriding considerations. The current “Passive” International
Jurisdictions include Australia, Dutch Foundations and United Kingdom Regulatory Action
Compensation Schemes.

•

NON US/CANADA GROUP OPT-IN LITIGATION: The risks associated with direct litigation outside of
the U.S. vary by country and our participation will need to be evaluated on a matter-by-matter basis.
However, countries can be grouped into three risk profile categories - low, medium, and high - with
minimum damages thresholds set for each risk group to limit consideration to those matters where
our funds’ losses exceed these amounts.

The Board has engaged a securities litigation monitoring and claims firm to (a) identify “opt in” or group
litigation, arbitration, settlement and/or other recovery efforts outside of the U.S. and Canada for which
they may be eligible and provide damages estimates based on the methodologies accepted under local law,
if they exist and recognizing that this will often be uncertain. The Board will compare those damages
estimates against pre-defined loss thresholds below and, if damages exceed threshold amounts, evaluate
whether participation in the matter will be in the Fund’s best interest.
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The following initial damages thresholds are based on perceived risks associated with recovery efforts in
each country. The Board will periodically review these thresholds and make any necessary adjustments
based on experience, updated information about specific risks, and other factors.

Jurisdictional Description

Damages Threshold
To be inserted Ranges to
be considered from
$100k to $500k

Low risk jurisdictions including Japan

Medium risk jurisdictions including Germany, Austria, Belgium,
Switzerland, Denmark, Spain, Finland, France, Hong Kong, Indonesia,
Ireland, Italy, Korea, Luxembourg, Malaysia, Norway, New Zealand,
Portugal, Sweden, and Thailand
High risk jurisdictions including Taiwan9 and the United Kingdom

To be inserted
$1 mil to $5 mil

To be inserted
Greater than $7.5

When losses exceed threshold amounts, our funds should consider the following:
•

The merits of the case in light of the remedies available under local law.

•

Their expected losses and percentage recoveries or results from past matters in that country, if
available.

•

The process and administrative burden to joining a particular litigation or settlement effort.

•

The costs associated with involvement including attorney fees, litigation expenses, and any other
potential expense covered by the litigation funder without recourse to the funds.

•

How the organizers intend to protect our funds from the risk of adverse party cost shifting.

•

If the litigation or settlement is funded, the identity of the funder, the percentage and cost
reimbursement the funder will take from the recovery if the efforts succeed.

•

The lawyers handling the case including their reputation, past results, and terms of representation
like fee structures, expenses, and contingencies.

•

The registration requirements, the potential evidentiary and/or discovery burdens to the funds, and
any other administrative burden that may be required from them including any obligation to travel.

•

The extent to which the funds’ involvement will be disclosed to opposing parties and/or the public.

•

Any other reasonable considerations.

While Taiwan is among the most active non-US/Canada jurisdictions, our funds are not likely to have eligibility and
given the risks involved, they should limit their participation to situations where money has already been recovered.
9
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Securities Lending
The objective of the securities lending program is to generate incremental income from overnight and
certain term loans of securities. The Funds may participate in a securities lending program.
The program will utilize a high-quality and conservative collateral re-investment approach that safeguards
the return of principal and maintains adequate daily liquidity to support trade settlement activity and
portfolio restructuring activities. Each securities lending agent will ensure that specific guidelines are in
place as to the quality, duration, liquidity and diversification of securities lending collateral.
The Board requires collateral for loans. The use of assets in any securities lending engagements should:
1. Earn a competitive market return through conservative securities lending practices, consistently with
the preservation of capital.
2. Minimize risk with respect to both the borrower and the collateral,
3. Operate the securities lending program so that it will not interfere with the management of overall
investment portfolio and strategies.
Unless explicitly exempted by the Board, the lending agent shall provide indemnification against losses
arising from borrower default, insolvency, and failure to comply with the terms and conditions of the
lending agreements.
The Commissioner shall provide a report to the Board annually, outlining the performance and status of the
securities lending program.

Proxy Voting
The Board believes that proxies should be voted in a manner consistent with the long-term interests and
objectives of the investment program set forth herein, unless it is in the best interest of the Board not to
vote. The Board delegates authority to vote shares to each Manager and expects Managers to vote shares.
The principle behind this policy is that Managers have specific reasons for holding shares and will vote
shares in a way the Manager believes will best add value to those shares. Managers shall submit written
reports to the Commissioner by January 31 of each year advising of the manner in which each proxy was
voted during the preceding calendar year and notify the Commissioner of controversial matters which may
be subject to proxy voting.
Notwithstanding the forgoing, intangible factors such as social and environmental issues are increasingly
being incorporated into proxy voting. The Board expects voting of social and environmental proposals will
be based solely on enhancing or protecting long-term value to the assets under its control and not on
establishing or endorsing social policy. As part of its fiduciary duty, the Board expects Managers to consider
only those factors that relate to the economic value of the Board’s investments and shall not subordinate
the interests of the Funds to unrelated objectives.
It is the policy of this Board that the Commissioner shall regularly review related proxy votes by the
Managers. Any proxy votes deemed by the Commissioner to be contrary to the interests of the Funds under
the Board’s responsibility, shall be fully explained by the Manager in writing and brought to the Board for its
13

review. An exception to the above policy regarding voting of proxies is for shares held by the Board on
behalf of holders of unclaimed property. As a passive holder of these particular shares the Board chooses
not to exercise voting rights on the owners’ behalf.

Funds Administered by the Board
The pages that follow describe the various funds administered by the Board.
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Permanent Trust Funds
On February 22, 1889, Congress passed "An act to provide for the division of Dakota [Territory] into two
states, and to enable the people of North Dakota, South Dakota, Montana and Washington to form
constitutions and state governments . . . ." This Act is commonly known as the Enabling Act. This act granted
land to the new states "for the support of common schools," which in North Dakota’s case totaled more
than 2.5 million acres. Further land grants in this legislation provided for the support of colleges,
universities, the state capitol, and other public institutions. These additional grants totaled approximately
668,000 acres, bringing the grand total of Enabling Act land grants to nearly 3.2 million acres.

Purpose
The land grant from the federal government at statehood 10 and the state constitution11 both provide that
the Board of University and School Lands manage the trust land and minerals and associated proceeds, for
the exclusive benefit of education and institutional support. In accordance with Article IX of the North
Dakota Constitution as well as federal law12, the perpetual trust funds must be managed to:
1. Preserve purchasing power
2. Maintain stable distributions to trust beneficiaries
Chapter 15-03 of the North Dakota Century Code governs the management of the Permanent Trust Funds,
including the requirement that any investments conform to the prudent investor rule.

Listing of Permanent Trust Funds
The following are the beneficiaries of the Permanent Trust Funds described in Article IX of the North Dakota
Constitution:
1. Common Schools (K-12)
2. North Dakota State University
3. University of North Dakota
4. Mayville State University
5. ND Youth Correctional Center
6. Ellendale State College13
7. Valley City State University
8. State College of Science
9. School for the Blind
10. School for the Deaf
11. State Hospital
12. School of Mines (UND)
13. Veterans Home

The Enabling Act of February 22, 1889 (25 Stat. 676, ch. 180)
N.D. Const. art. IX, §§ 2, 3
12
7 U.S.C. § 309 and 25 Stat. 676, ch. 180
13
Beneficiaries of the Ellendale permanent trust are now Dickinson State University, Minot State University, Dakota College at
Bottineau, Veterans Home, School for the Blind, State Hospital, and the State College of Science as directed in 1973 N.D. Sess. Laws ch.
176.
10
11
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Funding Sources
Funding Sources Common to All Permanent Trust Funds
Each permanent trust individually owns surface land tracts and mineral rights that provide revenue from
agricultural leases, oil and gas royalties and lease bonuses, as well as other productive uses of the surface
and mineral lands owned by each trust.
Common Schools
The Common Schools Trust Fund is the largest of the Permanent Trust Funds administered by the Board. In
addition to the revenues from the surface lands, minerals, and investments that the Permanent Trust Funds
own, the Common Schools Trust Fund also receives funding from the following sources:
1. 10 percent of the oil extraction taxes collected by the state14
2. Net unclaimed property proceeds collected by the Department15 until such time that property may
be reunited with its owner.

Distribution Policy
Article IX, Section 2 of the North Dakota Constitution states:
Distributions from an educational or charitable institution's trust fund must be faithfully used and
applied each year for the benefit of the institution and no part of the fund may ever be diverted,
even temporarily, from this purpose or used for any purpose other than the maintenance of the
institution, as provided by law.
The distribution formula16 is also described in Article IX , Section 2:
[B]iennial distributions from the perpetual trust funds must be ten percent of the five-year average
value of trust assets, excluding the value of lands and minerals. The average value of trust assets is
determined by using the assets' ending value for the fiscal year that ends one year before the
beginning of the biennium and the assets' ending value for the four preceding fiscal years. Equal
amounts must be distributed during each year of the biennium.
The year-end values used to calculate permanent trust distributions, as described in Article IX above, is the
fund balance of each trust found in the Board’s audited financial statements. When determining biennial
distributions for the permanent trusts, annual distributions for each trust are rounded to the nearest one
thousand dollars.
By statute, distributions from the Common Schools Trust Fund are paid to school districts monthly, from
August to April of each fiscal year, through the state tuition fund. 17 . At the request of the Office of
N.D. Const. art. X, § 24
N.D.C.C. § 47-30.1-23 and N.D. Const. art. IX, § 1
16
This distribution formula is the result of a constitutional amendment that was approved by North Dakota voters on November 7,
2006. This constitutional change was validated at the federal level by the passing of the Omnibus Public Land Management Act of 2009
(Pub. L. No. 111-11, 123 Stat. 1446) which amended the First Morrill Act (The Act of July 2, 1862 [7 U.S.C. 301 et seq.]) and the Enabling
Act of February 22, 1889 (25 Stat. 676, ch. 180). Prior to these changes, distributions for the Permanent Trust Funds were based on
projections of interest and income for the funds; distributions could only be paid out of interest earned.
14
15

17

N.D.C.C. § 15.1-28-01
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Management and Budget, effective fiscal year 2018, distributions from the Common Schools Trust Fund will
be made in relatively equal amounts from August to April of each fiscal year.
Distributions from the other 12 Permanent Trust Funds are made in equal amounts during January and June
of each fiscal year and are distributed directly to the benefitting institutions.

Investment Objective
The assets of the Permanent Trust Funds are invested with a perpetual time horizon, in a manner that seeks
to balance the longer-term goal of preserving the purchasing power of the trusts with the shorter-term goal
of maintaining a stable stream of distributions to beneficiaries. The long-term nature of the funds,
combined with a disciplined investment approach, provide the ability to the Permanent Trust Funds to
withstand short-term volatility, to profit from periods of elevated risk aversion, and to be rewarded for
providing liquidity.
The Permanent Trust Funds are invested by the Board in a single comingled pool, along with the Indian
Cultural Education Trust (described further on page 28).

Strategic Asset Allocation
The Board recognizes that the most important determinant of long-term return and risk is the asset
allocation decision. The asset allocation decision is intended to reflect the return objective and risk tolerance
expressed in this Investment Policy Statement. It is designed to provide the highest probability of meeting
the Funds’ objectives at a level of risk and liquidity that is acceptable to the Board. In establishing its risk
tolerance, the Board considers the Funds’ ability to withstand short- and intermediate-term volatility in
investment performance and fluctuations in financial condition of the Funds.
To determine the strategic asset allocation target, the Board, with assistance from the Commissioner and
Consultant, examines the historical and projected risk and return of the approved asset classes, the
correlation among these asset classes as well as the effect the expected investment performance will have
on the obligations of the Funds. Based on its long-term return expectations and its determination of the
appropriate risk tolerance for the Funds, the Board has chosen the following strategic asset allocation policy
for the Permanent Trust Funds:

Asset Class
Broad US Equity
Broad International Equity
Fixed Income
Absolute Return
Real Estate
Diversified Inflation Strategies

Strategic Asset
Allocation Target
18.5%
18.5%
23%
15%
15%
10%

Minimum
13.5%
13.5%
18%
10%
10%
5%

Maximum
23.5%
23.5%
28%
20%
20%
15%

The Board and the Commissioner will review the strategic asset allocation policy at least annually for
reasonableness relative to significant economic and market changes or to changes in the Funds’ long-term
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goals and objectives. A formal asset allocation study will be conducted at least every four years to verify or
amend the targets.
Recognizing that a long-term target allocation utilizing alternative asset classes can take a matter of years to
implement prudently, the Board delegates implementation of strategic asset allocation policy to the
Commissioner including funding of alternative asset classes and setting interim asset allocation targets.
Rebalancing
Rebalancing is the term that describes the periodic movement of funds from one asset or asset class to
another in order to realign assets to the strategic asset allocation target. A rebalancing strategy is an
important element of asset allocation policy. Systematic rebalancing can reduce portfolio volatility and
increase portfolio return over the long-term. However, frequent rebalancing resulting from excessively tight
ranges can lead to unnecessary transaction costs.
The Commissioner is responsible for developing and implementing a rebalancing plan that is appropriate
for existing market conditions, with a primary objective of minimizing transaction costs, market impact,
opportunity costs and portfolio disruptions. To the extent possible, cash flows and revenues will be used to
maintain the strategic target allocation. The Commissioner may make minor changes among asset classes
and within individual asset classes to more effectively maintain proper exposure to the strategic asset
allocation and asset class portfolio structures.
Recognizing that at times it may be impractical or costly to reallocate assets when an upper or lower limit is
breached, the asset class will be rebalanced to within its strategic asset allocation range as soon as is
practically possible, subject to reasonable transaction costs.

Benchmarks
One return objective to be considered when evaluating the Funds’ performance is measured by applying the
investment performance of the asset class benchmarks to the Funds’ strategic asset allocation target. The
Policy Index permits the Board to compare the Funds’ actual performance to its total fund benchmark, and
to measure the contribution of active investment management and policy adherence.
The Board has selected the following Policy Index for the Permanent Trust Funds:
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Asset Class
Broad US Equity

Policy Index
Russell 3000 Index

Strategic Asset Allocation Target
18.5%

Broad International Equity

MSCI ACWI Ex USA IMI

18.5%

Fixed Income

Barclays US Universal Index

Absolute Return

Absolute Return Custom Index

Real Estate

NCREIF ODCE Index

15%

Diversified Inflation Strategies

DIS Custom Index2

10%

23%
1

15%

1

Absolute Return Custom Index: 60% Equity (MSCI All Country World IMI), 40% Fixed Income (Barclays US Aggregate Bond Index)

2

DIS Custom Index: 30% Commodities (Bloomberg Commodities Index ex-energy), 30% MLPs (S&P MLP Index), 20% TIPS (Barclays US

TIPS), 20% Natural Resource Equities (S&P Global Natural Resources Index).

Recognizing that a long-term target allocation to alternative asset classes can often take a matter of years to
implement prudently, the Board will also review an Interim Policy benchmark which will be adjusted as the
Commissioner makes progress towards its long-term strategic asset allocation target.

Permitted Investments18
The Board may invest in the following securities and investment activities as long as such investments
comply with the Prudent Investor Rule19. Fund of Fund strategies are allowable in any of the asset classes.
All investments are subject to approval of the Board and satisfactory legal review of applicable contractual
terms and conditions.
Equity
1. Preferred stock, common stock, initial public offerings, Real Estate Investment Trusts (REIT’s),
securities of foreign issuers listed on U.S. Exchanges, and any security convertible to common stock
or American Depository Receipts (ADR’s) that are registered by the U.S. Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC) of any corporation whose securities are listed on at least one U.S. stock exchange
that has been approved by or is controlled by the SEC or on the National Association of Securities
Dealers (NASD). Global mandates may be considered.
2. Preferred stock, common stock, and convertible issues of any non-U.S. Corporation; which may be
denominated in non U.S dollars, provided that the securities are traded on one or more national
stock exchanges or included in a nationally recognized list of stocks; and the Board shall not be
invested in more than ten percent of the voting stock of any company.
Fixed Income
1. Bonds, notes, or other obligations of the United States government, its agencies, governmentsponsored enterprises, corporations, or instrumentalities for which the credit of the United States
government is pledged for the payment of the principal and interest. Global mandates may be
considered.
2. Bonds, notes or other obligations issued by a state, its municipalities, or other political subdivisions,
that have received an investment grade bond rating.

Investments listed here are for general information purposes only. Each manager retained by the Board will be given specific
guidelines with regard to permissible investments relevant to their mandate.
19
N.D.C.C. § 15-03-04. See page 5 for more about the Prudent Investor Rule.
18
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3. Bonds, notes, commercial paper or other obligations of any corporation organized and operating
within the United States.
4. Debt obligations of non-U.S. governmental or quasi-governmental entities, these may be
denominated in foreign currencies; obligations, including but not limited to bonds, notes or
commercial paper with an investment grade rating (unless otherwise approved by the Board) of any
corporation organized outside of the United States. Currency transactions, including spot or cash
basis currency transactions, forward contracts and buying or selling options or futures on foreign
currencies, shall be permitted.
5. Collateralized obligations, including but not limited to mortgages, held in trust that: (1) are publicly
traded and are registered by the SEC or other Self-Regulatory Organization (SRO) and (2) have
underlying collateral that is either an obligation of the United States government or else has a credit
rating above or equal to BBB according to the Standard and Poor's rating system or Baa according
to the Moody's investors rating system or their equivalent by a national statistical ratings
organization (NSRO) registered with the SEC(unless otherwise approved by the Board).
6. Derivatives including forwards, futures, options, mortgage derivatives, structured notes, and swaps.
7. High yield fixed income securities rated below 'BBB' according to the Standard and Poor's rating
system and below 'Baa' according to the Moody's investors rating system.
8. Loans, warrants and other forms of debt approved by the Board, and managed in conjunction with
the Bank of North Dakota, such as farm loans and energy construction loan, as long as the
investment meets the Exclusive Benefit Rule described on page 6 of this Policy.
Real Estate
Real Estate Partnerships, including investments in private vehicles through limited partnerships or
limited liability companies that have an ownership interest in direct real estate properties, whether
income-producing or non-income producing. The investment strategies may include “core” and
“value added” strategies, which derive their return from both income and appreciation.
Absolute Return
Liquid multi-asset/global tactical asset allocation (GTAA) funds that have the ability to shift capital
tactically based on relative valuations, providing broad diversification across a range of global
investments.
Diversified Inflation Strategies
1. Inflation-indexed bonds, including investments in actively or passively managed investment vehicles.
Treasury Inflation Protected Securities (TIPS) are an example of inflation-indexed bonds.
2. Commodities, including but not limited to futures and/or swaps on individually traded commodities
or indexes comprising groups of commodities like the Goldman Sachs Commodity Index (GSCI) or
Bloomberg Commodities Index.
3. Master Limited Partnerships (MLPs) focused in energy sector including companies that own or
operate energy assets or are involved in the transportation, processing, and storage of natural
resources. May invest in MLP units issued in private investment in public equity (PIPE) transactions.
4. Natural resources securities including securities of natural resource companies and industrial
companies related to the natural resources industry and instruments that derive their value from
natural resources.
20

Cash Investment Guidelines
The Commissioner will focus on quality when investing cash positions. Cash is an asset class that should
emphasize minimal risk. Cash positions will be kept to the minimum necessary for liquidity, distributions
and ongoing investment activities. Eligible securities include:
1. Repos secured by U. S. obligations or other securities backed by the U.S., A1 or P1 commercial
paper, corporate obligations rated AA or better and maturing in five years or less, or asset-backed
securities rated AAA. All repo collateral must have a market value of at least 102% of the market
value of the contract;
2. Commercial paper issued by corporations organized and operating within the U.S. and rated “prime”
quality by a national rating service;
3. Prime bankers’ acceptances issued by money center banks;
4. Funding agreements rated at least AA by a nationally recognized rating agency. As used in this
paragraph, "funding agreement" means a floating or variable rate insurance company contract that
is a general obligation of an insurance company organized and operating within the United States
and that is senior to all other debt issued by the company;
5. Time deposits, with banks incorporated in the United States or time deposits that are fully
guaranteed by banks incorporated in the United States.
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Strategic Investment and Improvements Fund (SIIF)
Fund Purpose
The Strategic Investment and Improvements Fund (SIIF), was created July 1, 2011 with merger of the Lands
and Minerals Trust Fund and the Permanent Oil Tax Trust Fund.20 The SIIF holds the assets and collects the
revenues earned from State owned mineral acres. The SIIF also receives a substantial portion of the oil and
gas production and extraction taxes collected by the State. The Board is responsible for managing the
physical and financial assets of the SIIF.
The purpose of the SIIF is to provide for one-time expenditures relating to improving state infrastructure or
for initiatives to improve efficiency and effectiveness of state government.

Funding Sources
The SIIF collects the revenues earned from the mineral acres owned by the State, including those formerly
owned by the Bank of North Dakota and State Treasurer, as well as the sovereign minerals located under
navigable rivers and lakes. The SIIF also receives a portion of the oil and gas production and extraction
taxes collected by the State.21 Legislative changes to the oil tax revenue allocations are common and can
have a major impact on the timing and amount oil taxes collected by the SIIF each biennium.

Distribution Policy
There is no explicit distribution policy or objective; rather the Board is responsible for making sure funds are
available to distribute or transfer when needed and as appropriated. The SIIF can be appropriated or
obligated by the Legislature every two years, though State law dictates that the SIIF should be appropriated
only to the extent that the moneys are estimated to be available at the beginning of the biennium in which
the appropriations are authorized.22

Investment Objective
State law provides no guidance as to how the assets of the SIIF should be invested; however, due to the
short-term nature of spending decisions and the uncertainty of the fund’s mineral based revenues, the
Board invests the SIIF with a focus on principal preservation and liquidity. The Board has adopted an
investment objective for the SIIF that provides for a diversified portfolio of fixed income securities that will
exceed on a multi-quarter basis, net of fees, the return of the benchmark described below.

Strategic Asset Allocation
Due to the expendable nature of the SIIF, the strategic asset allocation for the fund is 100% low duration
investment grade fixed income investments.

20

N.D.C.C. § 15-08.1-08 and § 61-33-07

21

N.D.C.C. § 57-51.1-07.5

22

N.D.C.C. § 15-08.1-08
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Investment Guidelines
The SIIF will be invested in a high quality portfolio that includes a combination of Treasuries, corporate
bonds, asset and mortgaged backed securities, and commercial paper and will adhere to the following
guidelines:
•

Minimum average quality of AA

•

Minimum quality for any security of BBB (limited to 10%)

•

Neutral weighted average maturity of 1 year, range of 6 months to 1.5 years

•

Maximum maturity: 3 years for fixed rate, 5 years for floating rate

•

No more than 50% in investment grade corporate and agency backed securities

•

Not more than 2% of the fund will be invested with any single issuer

Benchmark
The benchmark is composed of 50% of the three-month U.S. Treasury Bill and 50% Barclays 1 – 3 Year Gov’t
Corp Index.
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Capitol Building Fund
Fund Purpose
The Capitol Building Fund was created at statehood with a grant of land from the federal government. The
purpose of the fund, as described in the Enabling Act of 1889, is to provide for “public buildings at the
capital”.23 The Capitol Building Fund was created under Article IX of the North Dakota Constitution;
however, unlike the other trusts, this fund is not permanent in that the entire fund is subject to legislative
appropriation each biennium.
The Capitol Grounds Planning Commission is responsible for managing all of the assets of the Capitol
Building Fund.24 The Board’s role is to invest and manage the various assets of the fund, as directed by the
Capitol Grounds Planning Commission. These roles are statutory, not constitutional in nature; the law
specifically states:
The capitol grounds planning commission shall have general powers to superintend the
administration of the capitol building fund, its interest and income fund, and its investments and
properties. It may cause any lands now held in such funds to be sold at market value, direct the
conversion of any securities now held by such funds to cash, approve expenditures from such funds
subject to law and legislative appropriations, and to do all other things necessary to carry out the
intent and purposes of this section. The board of university and school lands or its designee, on the
commission's behalf, shall see to the investment and management of the capitol building fund and
its interest and income fund and shall account to the commission concerning these funds at the
commission's request.25

Funding Sources
The Capitol Building Fund generates revenues from the almost 10,000 surface acres and more than 27,000
mineral acres, which provide revenue from agricultural leases, mineral royalties and lease bonuses.

Distribution Policy
Since the Capitol Building Fund is a fully expendable fund, there is no distribution policy or objective; rather
the Board is responsible for making sure funds are available to distribute or transfer when needed and as
appropriated.
State law provides a continuing appropriation of up to $175,000 per biennium that is available to the Capital
Ground Planning Commission without requiring a legislative appropriation for a given biennium. 26
Historically, the legislature has also included a $25,000 biennial appropriation for the operations of the
Capitol Grounds Planning Commission.
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The Enabling Act of February 22, 1889 (25 Stat. 676, chapter 180)

24

N.D.C.C. § 48-10-02

25

N.D.C.C. § 48-10-02

26

N.D.C.C. § 48-10-02
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Investment Objective
Due to the fact that the entire balance of this fund can be appropriated by the legislature each biennium
and the uncertainty of the fund’s mineral based revenues, the Board has adopted an investment objective
with a focus on principal preservation and liquidity.

Strategic Asset Allocation
Due to the expendable nature of the Capitol Building Fund, the Capital Grounds Planning Commission has
adopted a strategic asset allocation for the fund that is 100% fixed income investments.

Investment Guidelines27
The Capital Grounds Planning Commission has adopted guidelines to invest the fund in a high quality
portfolio that includes a combination of Treasuries, corporate bonds, asset and mortgaged backed
securities, and commercial paper and will adhere to the following guidelines:
•

Minimum average quality of AA

•

Minimum quality for any security of BBB (limited to 10%)

•

Neutral weighted average maturity of 1 year, range of 6 months to 1.5 years

•

Maximum maturity: 3 years for fixed rate, 5 years for floating rate

•

No more than 50% in investment grade corporate and agency backed securities

•

Not more than 2% of the fund will be invested with any single issuer

Benchmark
The benchmark is composed of 50% of the three-month U.S. Treasury Bill and 50% Barclays 1 – 3 Year Gov’t
Corp Index.

27

Due to the common investment objectives, strategic asset allocation, and investment guidelines, the assets of the Capitol Building
Fund may be pooled with the SIIF for investment purposes.
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Coal Development Trust Fund
Fund Purpose
The Coal Development Trust Fund is a permanent trust established under Article X, Section 21 of the North
Dakota Constitution. The primary purpose of the fund is to provide loans to coal-impacted counties, cities,
and school districts and to provide construction loans to school districts; any money that is not in use for
loans may be invested by the Board. The trust fund must be perpetual and held in trust as a replacement
for depleted natural resources.28 Both the Constitution and state law mandate that the income earned by
the fund be used first to replace any uncollectable loans and the balance must be deposited into the
General Fund.29

Funding Sources
State law provides that 15% of coal severance tax revenues be deposited into the fund.30 The Constitution
provides that up to 70% of the taxes deposited into the fund each year may be appropriated by the
legislature for lignite research, development, and clean coal demonstration projects approved by the
industrial commission.31 Thus, the Coal Development Trust Fund retains only 30% of the money deposited
into the fund, which averages about $500,000 per year.

Distribution Policy
The income earned by this fund each year must be used first to replace uncollectible loans made from the
fund and the balance must be deposited in the State's general fund. The estimated fiscal year income for
this fund is distributed in June of each year; any difference between estimated and actual income is
distributed in November or December of each year, once final audited financial statements have been
received.

Investment Objective
Preservation of capital and added value over the benchmark over a full market cycle through active
management of the portfolio subject to the investment guidelines set forth below.

Strategic Asset Allocation
Due to the expendable nature of the income earned by the Coal Development Trust Fund, and the provision
in state law about replacing any lost principal with income, the strategic asset allocation for the fund is 100%
fixed income investments.

Investment Guidelines
The Coal Development Trust will be invested in a high quality portfolio that includes a combination of
Treasuries, corporate bonds, asset and mortgaged backed securities, and commercial paper and will adhere
to the following guidelines:
•

Minimum average quality of AA
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N.D.C.C. § 57-62-02
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N.D. Const. art. X, § 21 and N.D.C.C. § 57-62-02

30

N.D.C.C. § 57-62-02

31

N.D. Const. art. X, § 21
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•

Minimum quality for any security of BBB (limited to 10%)

•

Neutral weighted average maturity of 1 year range of 6 months to 1.5 years

•

Maximum maturity: 3 years for fixed rate, 5 years for floating rate

•

No more than 50% in investment grade corporate and agency backed securities

•

Not more than 2% of the fund will be invested with any single issuer

Benchmark
The benchmark is composed of 50% of the three-month U.S. Treasury Bill and 50% Barclays 1 – 3 Year Gov’t
Corp Index.
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Indian Cultural Education Trust
Fund Purpose
The Indian Cultural Education Trust was created in 2003 for the purpose of generating income to benefit
Indian culture.32 State law authorizes the Board to accept donations of money or land for this trust to be
managed in the same manner that it manages its other trust land and financial assets, subject to state law
and a required donor agreement with one or more federally recognized Indian tribes located in North
Dakota, South Dakota, Montana, Minnesota, or Wyoming.
Three Affiliated Tribes Cultural Education Account
The Three Affiliated Tribes Cultural Education Account is the sole account in the trust, which serves to
benefit the Mandan, Hidatsa & Arikara Nation Cultural Education Foundation. Under an agreement signed
by the tribe, North American Coal, and the Commissioner, the Board must manage and invest this account
exactly as the Permanent Trust Funds are managed and invested.

Funding Sources
Initial funding of the account was a result of donations of both money and land by North American Coal to
the cultural education account. Revenue earned from the donated lands is deposited into the account.
Further donations of land or money from Individuals or organizations may provide additional funding to the
account.

Distribution Policy
The distribution calculation for the Indian Cultural Education Trust is identical to that of the Permanent
Trust Funds as detailed on page 16, however, the specific donor agreement for an account may dedicate a
portion of the amount available to distribute to principal.33
The Three Affiliated Tribes Cultural Education Account donor agreement has mandated that no less than
25% of the annual amount available to distribute go to principal. Each year, the Commissioner notifies the
Mandan, Hidatsa & Arikara Nation Cultural Education Foundation as to the amount eligible for
disbursement. If written request for the disbursement is received by the Commissioner by March 31st, all or
a portion of that amount shall be distributed as specified in the donor agreement.

Investment Objective, Strategic Asset Allocation, and Investment Guidelines
Like the Permanent Trust Funds, the investment objective is to preserve purchasing power and maintain
stable distributions with a long-term investment horizon. The assets of the Indian Cultural Education Trust
are pooled with the Permanent Trust Funds. The strategic asset allocation, benchmarks, and investment
guidelines are identical to those of the Permanent Trust Funds, which can be found in the corresponding
sections beginning on page 17 of this Policy.
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N.D.C.C. ch. 15-68

33

N.D.C.C. § 15-68-04
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